**English**
This is our house - Michael Rosen (CHIPS programme term 1 text)
A Gift from Winklesea by Helen Cresswell (holiday links)
Stone age boy - Satoshi Kitamura
Glog The Pebble in my Pocket
Non Fiction - Stone age to Iron age, The Owl who was Afraid of the Dark
The Hodgeheg (animal themed books)
Non fiction animal texts
Christmas box - fiction/ non fiction / poems
Develop positive attitudes to reading and understanding what they read
Writing: narrative and non narrative using texts outlined above as a stimulus
Spelling, Vocabulary, Grammar and Punctuation

**Maths**
Number and Place Value, Addition and Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Fractions (decimals and percentages), Measures, Geometry (properties of shape), Geometry (position, direction and motion), Statistics
KIRFS
Outdoor Maths
The Gift from Winklesea - explore scale, pocket money sorting amounts and shopping
The Owl who was afraid of the Dark/The Hodgeheg, time problems
Data collection/sorting - animals, gifts
Negative numbers BC/AD number line

**French**
QCA Unit 1 All about me
Introducing self and family
Greeting people
Counting 1-12

**History**
Our History topic this half term is Stone age to Iron age.
They will study the following and address questions like:
What does prehistory mean?
Prehistoric Britain- Wasn’t it just a bunch of cavemen?
Examining the Evidence - What kinds of sources tell us about the Stone Age?
Neolithic Farmers - What was life like at Skara Brae?
Better than Stone- What was so good about bronze?
Burying the Past- What do grave goods tell us about the Bronze Age?
No Place Like Home- What was life like at an Iron Age hill fort?
Picturing the Iron Age- What was Iron Age art like?
Summing Up- What have we learned about this period of history?
The children will experience a Stone Age Day on the Beach on ??
Great North Museum visit

**Geography**
Where do I live?
Check all locational information/knowledge from KS1 content (continents, seas, British Isles, UK, Great Britain)
Geographical skills - using maps, atlases and globes
Geog vocab eg canal, coast etc-
Regional/ international news

**ICT ??**
Computer science: programs that accomplish specific goals
Effective searching
Multi media work including Powerpoint presentation ??

**MUSIC**
Ukulele
Percussion band - playing word rhythms using Stone-Iron age ideas. Using natural objects to make musical instruments.

**RE**
Homes- God’s vision for every family
Judaism - including visit to synagogue
Visitors - waiting for the coming of Jesus
Choices - the importance of the examination of conscience linked to Preparation for Sacrament of Reconciliation

**Art and design**
Line drawings
Stone age cave drawings with pastels and charcoal
Painting techniques, sunset pictures with Stone henge silhouette images
Stone age clay work - geometric designs
Work of Paul Klee

**Science**
Rocks and fossils
Food and our bodies
Check if correct - topics to be taught by Geraldine L ??

**PE**
Games - football, hockey
Dance - sports partnership ??
Gymnastics